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SG bash uses student bucks

) Activites fee ~oney pays $3, 121 of banquet cost
day before the registration deadline.
The ad was addressed to students and said
that the Annual Student Government
Awards Banquet would·be held at the Harley
Hotel in Orlando. "Reservations must be
made in person in Room 155 of Student
Government offices no later than. Friday,
April 15. Absolute deadline," the ad said. It
did not clearly state that there was no
charge, nor that it was not necessary to be
affiliated with Student GovemmentAccording to Wolf, the publicity was kept to a minimum because "we couldn't afford to feed
everybody that would want to come."
Kathleen Anderson, an anthropology
inajor, said, "Obviously the Student Government didn't want students to participate"
and felt that the money "should have-been
used to improve their services."
According to administrative secretary

by Bryon Smifh
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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UCFs Student Government recently threw
a party for itself, using ov~r $3,100 of students'
money in the process.
The banquet, wpich was held April 22, w_as
given in order to recognize outstanding members of SG for outstanding service and to give
Student Government a "pat on the back," said
newly-elected Vice President Ross Wolf.
The roast duck dinner was served .to approximately 225 SG members, their families, and
friends. "The banquet provides members with.
incentive to continue their good work," said
Wolf.
.
. The banquet was poorly attended by non-SG
UCF students, who were welcome to come at no
charge. An ad was placed in The Central Florida Future · edition that appeared April 14, one

SEE BANQUET PAGE 10

Drinking more, enjoyihg ·less
_Stu.d y·f_
inds students 'und~r the i".lfluence' of advertising ·
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207 UCF students were
asked about the problems
they experienced due to
alcohol arid other drug use.

Response

Problem

SOURCE · Drug and Alcohol Awareness Center survey

.

Leslie Jorgensen/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Richard Winegard
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Alcohol and other drug
use and the effect it has on
a person's behavior were
the subjects of a recent UCF
survey. The results clearly
show that many students
agree that the one defi-

nitely influences the other.
According to the survey,
the highest percentage of students agreed that alcohol and
other drugs interfere with the
ability to think clearly. This
statistic was followed closely
by the belief that it induces
behavior one later regrets.
As .one criminal justice
major put it, "Alcohol is a cen-

tral nervous system depressant. It is an addictive substance. .B ut this doesn't
seem to bother most
people."
"Alcohol releases inhibitions, freeing you to do
things you normally
wouldn't even consider," he
said. "but the pressure of
fitting in socially can blind~
person's reason."
A student who reflected
on personal experience said
that alcohol "can really
make you crazy. Ifyou don't
know when to call it quits,
you can really lose control."
"I'm not affected by a few
beers, and I don't see much
harm in it," one student declared. People overreact to ·
the whole thing." .
H_owever, most of those
surveyed admitted that a:lcoholic consumption and
the use of other drugs had a
marked effect on personal
relationships, school per- ·
formance and emotional
stability, as-well as other
problems. The conclusions
reached in the report seem
to indicate that while total
alcoholic abstinence is undoubtedly the most beneficial, drinking in µioderation
is the best alternative, and
could easily mean the difference between life · and
death.

ALL THAT JAZZ
Jackie Jones, a local jazz vocalist, performs before a large
audience at the Jazz Fest held Saturday at UCF.

Election appeal rejected
by Doris Pfister
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After a month ofheated controversy surrounding the Student Govemipent presidential
tlections~ Denver Stutler and
Ross Wolf have been officially
inaugurated as president and
vice· president, respectively,
for the '88-89 school year.
The new executive officers
were installed at the Annual
Student-Government Banquet
held on April 22.
The elections were held on
the area and main campuses
the week of April 11-15 and
after the ballots were counted,
the Stutler/Wolf ticket had a
4-7 . vote victory over Dash
Wendrzyk and John Porter.
. The controversy began:
when it was brought to the
Student Government Judicial
Council's attention that the
election polls on the Brevard
campus were not open on time
and students there could not
vote.
Tracy Begley, Student Gov-

SPORTS

OPINION

•
Anumberofformer
UC F football players
have become the property of NFL teams Also.
a look at the- baseball
team'sseasonwrap up.

• The controversies
continue in our Letters
on page 12. A"."d, the
debut of our· newest
cartoon, Adventurette
Theatre.

emment coordinator at the
Brevard campus, claimed that
"over 200 Brevard students
who could have voted were
denied the opportunity because the SG van from
Orlando was late."
Wendrzyk filed an appeal to
the council to review the .
events that had taken place
and said that "since the outcome of the votes was so close,
those students who did not
vote may have made a difference."
The Judicial Council met on
April 21 at 8 . a.m. to hear
Wendrzyk and Porter's contestment of the Spring elections. The Judicial Council
ruled 5-0 that "there is no way
to prove that students ...
would have voted at all."
The council considered the
bus being late an "act of God"
and only a "minor violation"-of
.
the election pl'Qcess.
After the ruling, Wendrzyk
filed·an appeal of the Judicial
Council's de~ision to c.-w.
SEE ELECTIONS PAGE 11
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• SCHOLARSHIP
The Association of Information Systems Professionals
has announced a $250 scholarship for a junior or senior with
a career plan in information or
officer automation.
Qualified applicants must
have at least a 3.0 G.P.A and·
must submit a completed application and a letter ofrecommendation by an information
systems/o-ffice automation
professor.
For more information' and
applications contact the Financial Aid, Computer Science
or Management departments.

For more information, call
(904) 357-7777.

global studies in U.S. education will be held at UCF June

8.

The program, sponsored by
the UCF Office of International Studies and Student
Center, · will focus specifically
on the potential of world education for f~culty and students
and the need of curriculum
changes to reflect that inter- .
est.
Distinguished guest speakers will address the role of
student exchange in American
education, and the idea of internationalizing the curriculum.
The program will begin at 9
• STORMY WEATHER
a.m. in the Student Center
The C.entral Florida Chap- . Auditorium with a compli.:
ter of the American Red Cross mentary lunch and a reception
is the onJy organization man- following at 2 p.m. For more indated by Congress to provide formation, call 281-5375.
servi~e during a disaster, and
it is in urgent need of volun- • 'PIPPIN' HOT
teers to help man local disaster
The Bay Street Players is
shelters dunng the upcoming holding open auditions May
hurricane season.
23-24 for Pippin, a musical
Vollinteers will be trained ,comedy about the life and
· for the positions of Shelter adventures of the son of Char· Manager, Shelter Registra- lemagne.
tion, Mass Feeding, · and
Director Dale Carpenter
Health Care. Anyone inter- needs ·a large- cast of various
ested in serving the Central ages, preferably with singing ·
Florida community during and dancing ability.
these emergencies should conThe show will open July 14
tact the Red Cross at 894-4141 and run for three consecutive
for more information.
weekends. Auditions will be
held at 7:30 p.m. at the State
'• GLOBAL U. CIASS OF '88
Theatre, 109 No. Bay St.,
A symposium on the role of downtown Eustis.

be conducting many workshop p.m. at 841-8310and ask for
Lois Millis.
ses~ions and will be on hand
for individual consulting.
• CALLING ALL SCRIBBLERS
For more information, • NEW ADDITIONS
Entries are now being ac- . contact: The Florida Freelance The UCF lib~ary has recently
cepted ·for the fourth annual Writers Association, Box received seven new paintings
Authors in the Park Writing 9844-REV, Fort Lauderdale, from the Bryant foundation to
Contest.
·
FL. 33310 er call 1-800-851- be added to the Bryant West
Indies collection which is
Prizes totaling $500 will be 3392.
house in the Library's Special
given ~n the .categories of poCollections. The new paintetry and short stories. DeadPANIC
ings h~ve been displayed on
lines for submissions is August • ADON'T
community seminar on the library's art wall along
1.
panic disorder and agorapho- with other paintings from the
Guidelines for the contest bia will be conducted Wednesare available at area public day, May 18, 7-9 p.m. at HCA Bryant West Indies Collection.
, The paintings will be on
pµblic libraries, or by sending West Lake Hospital.
display until June 8. In addia stamped, self-.a ddressed
Dr. Jeffrey Danzinger, a
envelope to Authors in the specialist in adult and senior tion to the paintings, twenty
Park Writing Contest, P.O. psychiatry, will discuss the books have been received from
Box 165, Orlando 32802-0165. epidimology, biology, and the Bryant Foundation for the
Bryant West Indies collection.
medical treatment of panic
• SPEAKING OF SCRIBBLING disorders and agoraphobia.
The sixth annual Florida David C1,1nningham, a special- • SEMESTER AT SEA
Writers Conference will be ist in stress managem~mt and
The University of Pittsheld May 20-22, at the Alta- treatment of panic disorders, burgh is now accepting applimonte Springs Hilton Hotel will exaip.ine the psychological cations for those students
near Orlando.
and psychotherapeutfo strate- interested in spending a
New York agents and edi- gies that are successfully used. semester aboard the S.S. Unitors will headline a program
For more jnformation call verse while earning 12-15
that includes sessions on fic- 260-1900, ext. 102.
transferable credits. Partici~
tion, nonfiction, books, screenpants will choose from more
plays, public rela~ions and
than 50 lower and upper diviadvertising, songwriting, and • LEGAL AID SOCIETY
sion courses while visiting
specialty topics.Ayailable to
The Legal Aid Society of the countries such as Japan, Hong
participants will be ii total of Orange County Bar Associa- Kong, India, Turkey, the So60 workshop sessions, manu- tion is in need cf volunteers to viet Union, Yugoslavia and
script critiques, and numerous help provide: free legal assis- · Spain.For more information
networking opportunities as tance to financially qualified call 1-800-854-0195 or write
well.Well-known editors . rep- residents ·of Orange County.
Semester at Sea, Institute for
resenting various publishing
For more information, call Shipboard Education, Unive~
houses and representatives the ~gal Aid Society on week- sity of Pittsburgh, 2E Quadfrom adve~sing agencies will days: between 8:30 .a.m. and 5 r~gle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260.
-
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Tickets now al/ailObte

CCIII 275-2070 or come by SC 201· tOr tickets or more details.
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SlJl!lmer heat dries up cla$ses
by Kerry Anderson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

U'CF graduate students·desiring graduate level sUm.mer
semester history or social sciences courses had a difficult
time finding Classes in their
majors this year. No standard

history courses -were initially
offered during summer at all,
and the political science department eventually scheduled two. The two · history
courses now offered are a
teaching practicum and an
independent study. The light
offering for graduate students
underscored the minimal
schedule social science under-

grads also faced·.
Mike Diorio, a student
seeking social science courses
for his teaching certificate,
was forced to take two one
week courses at Florida Southern College. This means Diorio will forfeit his full G.I. Bill
monthly income for the sum- ".
mer. The Veterans Admini- · ~-""~
stration may not pay him for · : , .
more than the two weeks he's
-, enrolled, according to Ron
istanPhoto/CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
Atwell, director of the UCF
Office ofVeterans Affairs.
This garbage dumpster was vandalized earlier this month,
The
sacrifice
was
unavoidable, Diorio claimed,
"because I don't want the
summer to be a complete
waste."
The cutback in graduate
history courses only highlighted the scheduling woes of / .
that department.
i
Dr. Jerrell H . Shofner, ~ · ,
chair of the history depart- ; · ;! · 1349 HOWELL BRANCH RD., WINTER PARK, FL 32789
(Next to 7-Eleven opposite Greatbodies)
ment, conceded that the de(407~ 647-4494
partment· was struggling to .
support UCF students' history
~~
:requirements.
WE CARRY
PRODUCTS
\
®
."It's frustrating," he said.
Adult .............................. $8.00
"Quite frankly, we don't have
Child .............................. $5.00
the money. But we ought .to .
.•
have the money."
Mon.-Fri ........................ 9 to a
Noting that the history
Saturday ....................... 9 to 7
· department's professors teach
Sunday ......................... 1 2 to 5
graduate courses on their own
time, Shofner said that his
staff "do a lot for the little recognition they get."
He noted that faculty members are committed to ·teach
one class. "This provides a
mod.est effort to cover our survey courses and offer three

- -

"Specialists In Cutting Hair"
H€MUS

.

r

Angela Hyde/CENTRAL FlORDA Fun.H

.

A student frets over the lack of graauate Gourses while trying
t~ register for summer classes.
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SEE GRAQUATE PAGE ·10

ADVANCED TRAINED HAIRSTYLISTS
GUARANTEED 110% SATISFACTION
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Cekbrating 20 Yeara of Service
1968-88

·Questions?
275-2191 or 275-2060
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SUMMER JOBS
Doormen
Waitresses
Retail Sales Clerks
Black Jack Dealers
Day Servers
Deli Sandwich Maker
Drivers
Dishwashers

•

Join the "Good Time· Gang"

•

'·

Apply Church Street Station Train
Car M-F 9-6
or

•

I staff l'hdD /CENTRAi, FlOIIDA FUTURE

To provide for evening weekend students, ten suggestion
boxes were installed in various places on campus. L-R St~ve
Considine, coordinator of Evening and Weekend
Services.Dave LaTour, and Rod Bloker, student assistant.

• Ring 422-2434 •

SG meet 'Knight' students

.·

chures, or pamphlets to go
with the calendars, " reads a
memo to all Student Affairs
directors from Considine. The
Evening and weekend stu- Office of Student Information
dents have been given the and Eveiling/Weekend Stuopportunity to voice com- dent Services was designed as
plaints and help Student Gov- a "one-stop communications
ernment gather necessary in- network and information cenformation with the construc- ter" for after-hours students.
Suggestion boxes are emption of ten information stands
tied daily and the contents
across campus May 10.
According to Steve Consid- reviewed by Considine. Then
ine, coordinator of Evening he contacts the student and ·
and Student Services, the sug- offers solutions and advice to
gestion l;>oxes will enable stu- · their problems. "Sometimes
dents to submit suggestions. students need certain forms
Considine said that there is a from Financial Aid or another
need for the boxes, in that "all office that is closed by the time
the administrative offices are the student is on campus." In
already closed when students that case, Considine exare on campus. "Evening stu- · plained, he wol,l}d obtain the
dents can also receive informa- necessary forms from the partion from various. offices and ticular office and ask the studepartments on campus. that dent to pick them up at the
they ordinarily could not, and Office of Evening/Weekend
obtain assistance in the distri- Services, which is open every
bution of any.newsletters, bro- night. .
by

~arbara

Grimm

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

When you get your Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL)
from First Independent Trust, it will go further because
we'll give you more money. As much as $120 more!*
That's more money for tuition, books or any other
educational expense. And you still get our fast,
dependable service.

r-------------•I
I
I
I
I
I
II

Se~

the Financial Aid Office on your campus to learn
about your options. Or call our toll-free number and
'we'll send you our Student Loan Inf<?rmation Packet.
It includes an easy-to-understand booklet that tells you
about the many forms of financial aid available to
students.
At First Independent Trust, we think of you FIRST!

I
I
I
I

Yes! I want to make my student loan go a little
further. Please send me the Student Loan
Information Packet and application.

N~Add":""!""""_------------

Zip

City/State

~FIRST INDEPENDENT

TRUST COMPANY

Student i.oan Center
P.0.Box 2562
Sacramento, CA 95812

BaHd..,on a $4000 loan guaranteed at O"/o, con..,ared to a $4000 loan guaranteed through a lender charging• 3% lneuranee fee. See your FAO for detalle .

•

1

I
I
I
I

·-------·-------·
Student Loan Center P.O. Box 2S62
Sacramento, CA 95812

1·800-,4~~4778 Ex~.8877

W

I
I
I
I
I

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides students
with an assistance in selected areas oflaw
such as landlord/tenant, consumer,
non-criminal traffic and uncontested
dissolutions. You can receive attorney
consultation and
representation free of charge t.o qualified
students. Call 275-2538 or st.op by SC 210 for
more·information or an appointment.

Problems with?
Landlords?

Need?
A Will?

Insurance?

Name

Contracts?

Uncontested

Police?

Dissolution?

C~ange?
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.JA12. FESTIVAL
The 1988 Jazz Festival kicked off last Saturday,featuring many
popular bands including Joaquin Lievano, a San Fransisco
based fusion guitarist. Also performing at the event were the
local Bowery Boys.featuring the cello player pictured at left;
Uncle Festive, a Los Angeles based instrumental/jazz ensemble; and the Crusaders. The WLOQ/Mlchelob sponsored
event drew a crowd of nearly 8CXXl with many prizes given
away.

SUMMER SPECIALS

f8~~l5~1J~~~'.FF~~~~:;T"~~~~~~l

I=~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::}:::::::::::;;;:::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::;:::::::::::::::~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:~:~:
3 DAYS f 3 NIGHTS ~ 2 NIGHTS :~: 3 NIGHTS t
CALIFORNIA
'19r.
-

DALLAS
·'158.00

COLUMBUS
'118. 00

Get Rolling . •
And Save!

8.

LONDON
'599. 00

Air Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply. -

n:L.ans 'Trave{ Inc.==,;tt.,..

· LFTY

•

courteous service to UCF students

9442 E. COLONIAL EAST COLINIAL CENTER
282-5100
Next to ECOL's GAS .

(407) 679-1838
Au~entic

Chinese Eatery

ALL · .YOU
CAN EAT

$ 3 ·. ·9 9

(Includes Soup & Salad Bar)

liml'llBllli•JI
mmmmmatrm-•
mmm_ _ _
0 PEN

ml

_ _, ,

Suncrest Village Shopping Center 10169 University Boulevard
(at Dean Road) •Orlando, Florida,32817

For Delivery, Please Call FOOD E~RESS at (4Q7} 830-1144

•

. &sy rolling, thin
and slow burning
for full-flavored --------------------------r
I
I 35e
tobacco taste.
MANUFACTURER'S COUPON

DPlflD .JltMJMf •• 1 •

Beat high
cigarette .,.,.
prices ...
Roll your
own!
© Republic TolMlcco 1111

79083 100598

L--------------------------
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COSTANZO'S
Italian

Judge says schools can
. bardeadbeat~udenb

Specialties

•

BEST

SUBS

..

.Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Friday & Saturday Nights • 5 - 9 P.M.

.A local judge told students
at Tuskegee Institute the
school is free to bar them from
taking final exams if they still
owe the college money.
Circuit Judge Howard F.
Bryan initially placed Tuskegee officials under a ten-day
restaining order April 27, saying they couldn't keep some
2,000 students who in midApril still owed the school
about $1.5 milllion in tuition
and fees for this term from
- - - - , - - - - - - - - , - . . . , , . - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - -- -----1 taking finals.
The order, President Benjamin Payton said, "jeopardizes the financial well-being of
the university."
But Bryan then lifted the
restraining order April 29,
noting Tuskegee hadn't had
the chance to argue its case in
court and that the studetns
had plenty of advance notice
that they'd have to pay, campus spokesman John J.
Johnson reported.

SPAG~- ~~l

•

TOWN

..A.LL-Y-C> LI - C.A.l'J: -E.A.'T .

•
•

IN

I:>l~:N~~

•

Want A Career In The
Highest Paying Busin~ss
In The
United States?
I

Tuskegee had started a new
program in which students
could pay off their tuition fees,
and loans monthly. Payt.on
said the idea was to ease the
students' money woes a little.
But when Payton reminded
students in mid-April that
they needed to make their final payments before being allowed into the last week of
classes and tests, the campus's
student government- arguing that Payton should have
announced the crackdoWn.
sooner--organized a sit-in,
and, finally, an appeal to the
judge~

"The university," Johnson
explained, "is saying the promissory note the students signed
(in January) clearly indicated"
the students had to finish
paying Tuskegee in April. .
Johnson added that indebted students had paid
down $1 million of the 1.5 million they owed the school in
mid-April, when they received
notices that they wouldn't be
permitted -to attend classes
unless their loans were paid.

STP.YP.UVE.on1t Drink & Drive

A public service message from

\!Vill~qgcrs

Institute

FRIDAY lHE 13TH
PARTVll - R 2:oo-4:CX>-6:00-S:00-10:00
SALSA • ~ 2:05-6:05-10:05
DEAD HEAT- R 4:15-8:15

.
MOTEL
-

~

·

-

OVIEDOLODGE
Ethel & Bob Fayett~
·

Managers

Downtown, close to everything
Special rates for guests at
weddings and other events
148 N. Central, Oviedo, Florida
365-5276

FIGHT CELLULITE ¢
EFFECTIVELY
:Z
WITH
0

TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK.
Tan·The WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
· Where The Sun Always Shines!

•••••••••••••
I Buy 5 Visits - Get 5 Free! I

IV

1nfr0Sllm·· ·t:J
.

:I and become
$29.95
:
eligible for a I

~

TAN-FASTIQUE introduces . E!-4
Deep Heat therapy for the treat- · ~
ment of cellulite and body con- ~
touring: Call today for your free ~
consultation.
··~

$19.95
FIRST TREATMENT

Call for appointment

~
~

I drawing of25 lottery tickets I
I to be given away on May I
I 27th.
.
.
I

. 1 Sign up a friend ·a nd get I
·

·

I

2 visits ~e!
Coupon expires 5/27/88 .•

••••••••••••

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON

l•llZJ• TOWER PLACE• M-F: 8:30-9P.M. • SAT:9-5P.M. •SUN: 12-6P.M.
10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042

1

•
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Scholarships in question
by Benjamin B. Markeson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

'A dispute over interpretation of SG statutes between a
SG committee and a scholarship committee has been in
dispute since late last month.
The Student . Senate's Organizations, Appropriations
and Finance Committee formally -notified Vice President
for Student Affairs LeVester
Tubbs that the Students Serving Students scholarship
committee that Tubbs chairs
was in noncompliance with an
SG statute.on April 25.
According to the notice, the
committee failed to comply
with SG Statute 807 .1, which
states that "Students Serving
Students scholarships shall be
open to all students, except
paid Student Government officials."
·
The non-compliance came
about because two of the 10
persons awarded the scholarships were paid SG officials.
They were cabinet members
Patty Pynes, for.Iiler SG public
relations director and Sandy
Funderburke, Daytona area
campus coordinator. Cabinet
memb~rs are appointed by the
president and must be approved by .t he senate.
"The [OAF] committee did
not feel that either Pynes ... or
Funderburke ..'. should have
received the awards. We feel
that the $3,200 salary which

both received is adequate
compensation," stated the
memo. "Other students, donating their time by serving
students for absolutely no
compensation, did not receive
any award."
The scholarships, awarded
annually, are worth $500 each,
and are funded through the
interest SG earns on'the activities and service fee students
pay as part oftheir tuition. The
scholarships are awarded to
students based on their involvement in campus organizations.
"We [the scholarship
committee] look at what the
student's been involved in
from a total student perspective. What have they done?"
said Tubbs in an interview.
"Not just in SG, but outside of
SG. If they've worked for SG,
we don't include that at all."
In his reply memo dated
April 27, Tubbs said that SG
Senate President Pro Tern
Dash Wendrzyk's contention
that "the salary received by
[Pynes and Funderburke is]
adequate compensation is not
appropriate. Other factors,
such as total service to the
university, were considered by
the committee."
Both the notice and an accompanying memo were
signed by Wendrzyk1 who was
serving as acting chairman of
OAF. Normally, Sen. Fred
Schmidt chairs the OAF. ·
However, because he had applied for one of the scholar-
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ROADWAY PACKAGE S)'STEM

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

Roadway - P~ckage Systein is
accepting applications for parttiine loaders and unloaders. Excellent pay - $7.00 per hour starting~
WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
Monday - Friday
7:00 P.M. - 11:00 A.M.
11:00 P.M. - 7:00 A.M.
3:00 A.M• .;, 7:00 A.M.
Applications may be filled 9ut and left at the Career
Resource Center, Administration Building, Room 124.
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297-3715
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SEE SCHOLARSHIP PAGE 10
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. Well • ness (wel 'nes) noun.

1. 1ntegrationofbody,
mind and spirit - the appreciation that everything you do, think
and feel has an impact on your state of health. 2. Combination
of physical, mental/emotional, and spiritual fitness to help you
be the healthiest you can be. 3. Lifestyle. approach to personal
excellence; the key to avoiding "TNT" (there's no tomorrow)
behaviors. 4. Quest for peak experiences that help you become
all you can be. 5. The concept of a process, striving to become
.
.the bes_t you can be.

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WEL~NESS CENTER

By Karen Wedner

We can help you with your definition and quest for wellness at the Health Resource Center:

•

We offer information-on NUTRITION, FITNESS, WEIGHT CONTROL, STRESS

MANAGEMENT, HEALTH _and SEX EDUCATION, SMOKING CESSATION,
DRUG and ALCOHOL AWARENESS, AIDS, and total LIFESTYLE EVALUATIONS.
.
.
COME SEE US !!! ••• IT'S FREE!!!

Congratulations
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NEW S.W.A.T. Officers!
Lisa R. Mozzillo, President
Da.wn Finnel, y.P. Membership
Kara Kinzler, V.P. Projects
Kelly Jo Howard, _Treasurer·
Carloyne Ramsay,· Secretary
Nancy Hose, Historian
Lis.a R. Mozzillo, American College
Health Association Regional Representative (ACH'A)
"
.

S.W.A.T~

~

MEETING time:

Thursdays at 2:00 P.M in the ·HRC. Come

_contribute your wellness ideas and get involved.

A A MEETINGS (closed) Wednesdays at noon in HRC classroom.
Feel free to bring your lunch!
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BACCHUS meeing this week. Come
join the fun. We need new ideas and
enthusiastic people. Call 281-5841 for
the time and date.
s.o.s. (Stop Our Smoking) Meets
Thursdays at 1:00 P.M. First meeting
Thursday, May 19 in HRC. Let us
help vou kick the habit!
S.T.A.R.S.S. (Slim, Trim And Really
Super Students) Meets Tuesdays at
9:00 P.M. in HRC. Come learn how
to be trim forever!
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STRESS Workshops - Call
HRC for more information.

~~i'.

Common symptoms of shin splint are pain, or
.numbness or weakness in the area. Swelling and
tenseness may also be present
An X-ray is usually nonnal but if symptoms
persist or are extreme, one should be done to rule
out a stress fracture.
Symptoms usually re$pond and diminish with
rest, but in acute cases, surgery may be necessary.
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3. Compartment Syndrome in which increased
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'Home' not so sweet for many women
by Lindo Motyka
Would you
and Joyce Herald
rattier work?
Two UCF journalism students have found in

f)

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The CLAST ... will you pass?
Get help with
Getting Ready for the CLAST
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics
The 1987 edition Includes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state CLASTspeclflcatlons. You'll discover where
you need help and you'll get the help you need. Ask for It at your bookstore.

JSlli

.L H&H Publishing Company, Inc.
0
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Need More FLEx1s1UTy7
Consider being an OLSTEN
temporary e~pl~yee.
Ifs a practical work
option that fits.today's .
ever~ch[!nging lifestyles.
And being an Olsten temporary has many
distinct advantages: , ·
··Top jobs-at top companies ·
• Weekly pay .every Friday ·
• Special bonuses
SERVICES
• Free WP/PC training*
The ~rking Solution.
• Medical and dental plans

Come Jn and register today and Isam how Olsten w/11 find Ille
. rlaht temporary Jobi to Ill your lllestyle and maximize your
earning power.

2 UCF journalism students conducted an
Informal survey. They asked men and
women If they would continue working
even If they had a chance to stay at
home.

77°1o women ·said yes
64°/o men said yes
of these men:
9.8% laughed
when asked
why
20% said
working gives
t.h em ple_asure
SOURCE: Communications Dept.

'Fa those who qualify.

EOEMIFltW

leslle Jorgensen/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

a survey that more women than men would
continue working if they had a chance to stay
home. Seventy-seven percent of the women said
they work because ·they enjoy it and claimed
they would be bored at home.
A speech therapist said that helping people
gives her satisfaction. "You don't get that from
staying home and doing housework," she explained. A pregnant Navy career woman voiced
the ideal of many of the respondents, saying
that she wants both a eareer and a family.
Sixty-four percent of the men said they
would also keep their jobs than stay
home."Working ·is the curse of the male species," a salesman, 41, said. "But I think I'd get on
my nerves if I stayed home."Ninety-eight percent laughed when asked why they work.
"That's a good question," one man said. "To
put three squares on the table," a geologist
replied without hesitation. A technician
laughed and said, "To have time away from my
.children." Twenty percent of the men said that
working gives them pleasure, satisfaction, selfworth, and accomplishment.
But the question also provoked an argument. When an executive, accompanied by his
well-dressed Wife, was asked why · he worked,
he blamed his wife, saying that he had to pay for
her clothes. She de·nied it.Ayol.l)lgmotherfeeding a four-month-old baby did not want to work,
· preferring "to stay home and take care of my
baby."An woman said that she liked "staying at
home and doing housework. I know it's rare I've
been doing it for 28 years. "Thirty-four percent
of the men would also prefer staying home."I'd
write poetry, do genealogy studies ancl play a lot
of bridge," a social worker, 40, said.
Most of the men and women surveyed, however, felt that the essence of life is a balance of
work and leisure time. As a 36-year-old professional said, "The best part of retirement is looking forward to it."

ALL UCF LOGO MERCHA.NDISE
UMBRELL

MUGS
KEY RINGS

CHILDREN'S
CLOTHING .

T-SHIRTS
SWEATERS ·

·O FF

HATS
SALE NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER COUPON

THREE.DAYS
ONEY

S "lJIVl:lVl:ER.. S..A.LE :1--Iours
IVl:ay 16 ~ 17 ·8:30 a.m.
IVl:ay 18, 19 ~ 20 - 8:30 a.m.

"

GIFT·
ITEMS

EXCLUDING· BOOKS AND
CONSIGNMENT ITEMS

6:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

,:I

.. .

VISA®

I
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SCHOLARSHIP

ACCIDENT? POINTS? D.U.I.?
In his reply to the OAF memo, Tubbs told
Wendrzyk
that
"a
review
and
analysis
of
the
FROM PAGES
records and statutes, in my opinion, clearly
indicates [Pynes and Funderburke] are eliships, Schmidt stepped aside during · the gible."
committee's discussion of the issue to avoid a
-rile fiscal year in which in these awards wilt
conflict of interest, said Wendrzyk.
be issued begins on July 1. At that point ... any:
-rile main thing comes down to the fact that recipient ... employed by SG would forfeit their.
it's open to all ... except [paid] SG officials and right to receive the award."
that these people should have been barred from
"To date, we have only two paid SG officials
even applying," said Wendrzyk.in an interview. (President and Vice President) affecting the FY
The OAF memo also states that the commit- · '88-89 budget."
tee failed to co~ply with Senate Bill 18-32,
Wendrzyk said it probably wouldn't be"
Where LOW MONTHLY AUTO PA~NTS DOES
which created the scholarships and serves as known who other-paid SG officials would be
NOT MEAN SUBSTANDARD AUTO COVERAGE!
the basis of Chapter 807 of the SG Finance until the middle of summer.
(Located in the American Bank Building 5401 S. Kirkman Rd.)
"My interpretation is the way [the scholarCode.
"As it was your signature which allowed Bill ships] have been administered for two years,"
18-32 and Chapter 807 to become enacted, we said Tubbs in an interview. "His [Wendrzyk'sl ~-------,--------------
feel confident you will take the appropriate is the way he interpreted it this year." ·
steps to rectify this matter," the memo told
Tubbs closed the memo by stating that·"he
r---~---------------,
I .
I
Tubbs.
would be mote than happy to work with SGnext·
I On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses at I
In an interview, Schmidt said the awards are year to clarify any issues surrounding interpre"supposed to be for a student who husted his or tation of these statutes."
her ass and didn't get compensated for it."
"It's a matter of agreeing on one interpretaWendrzyk used Schmidt as an ex- tion, so that we do not have people on this side
ample. "Fred is a senator, doesn't get paid, has saying one thing and people on the other side ·
I Present this coupon and Student
leadership on campus, he's a Resident Assis- saying another," said ~bbs. Other students
I I.D. when your order
tant, he was Chairman of the Year for the receiving the scholarships included Kim Ci-·
I is placed.
senate, and whereas other senators got the mock, Samuel Coniglio, Kim DeVogel, Jodi
I
Eye Exams
award, Fred was denied because they only gave Freeman, Jackie Goigel, Mary LaPlant, Diana
I
on the premesis
out 1 O."
Matty and Keith White.
I
by an independent
Optometrist.
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SAVE20%

: 20120 EYECARE CENTER

Dancing
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the Wild Pizza (SAC) Wed.
Nights 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
,.__ .,.-.

BANQUET
FROM PAGE 1

Barbara Pope, only some 20-25
students who attended the
banquet we:re not affiliated
with · Student Government.
She explained that there was
limited seating and Student
Government "had to draw the
line so'mewhere."
"Of course we let students
who were affiliated with Student Government sign up for
the banquet first, and then we
opened it to other students
who wanted to attend," said
Pope.
Banquet cost, estimated at
between $6,000 and $7 ,000, ·
was paid using the funds from
three different sol.irces. The
A~vity ~d ~e~ce _F~e,__ c2I_!:-

·--- -·......
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Not Valid With Other Offers.

___________________ ..
.

Expires 5125188

IL411 S. Semoran Blvd. (Near X-Tra) • 679-1010

.,.

1

--·.------------'-~-----.,.....-----------------

tributed
approximately.
$8,121. Another $2,300 came
from sales of ad space in the
student directory. The balance
came from the University
Committee, who ·aided
through private donations and
the price of the program.
UCF students pay $3.05,
Activity Fee, for every
·s emester. hour that is taken.
This Activity Fee generates
over $1 million each year
which is spent providing serv-·
ices .to s~udents."lt appears
theStudent Government's
motto of 'Students Serving
Students' has been changed to
'Students Serving Themselves' in the case of this banquet," said Wendy Welker, a
liooral arts major. Activity and
Service Fee money has been!
used on the SG banquet "for·
over te:r:i y~~rs," s~d Wolf.

COST CUTTERS®
Su.ncrest
Village
.
'

University Dr. & Dean Rd.

679-6766
..

GRADUATE
FROM PAGE4

· uppe'
level unde.rgrad
classes," he said.This leaves
Shofner the unpleasant chore
of "beating off overrides."
Dr. Wentworth Clarke,
professor and advisor in the
College of Education's social.
studies department, . agreed
that _for many social science
part-time graduate students,
scheduling summer term
courses tends to be extremely
· difficult.
.. "There are two reasons for
the problem.The higher up a
student travels academically,
the less courses are offered.
Also, full-time graduate students have more flexibility ·
in their personal schedules."
Clarke said, however,
"some graduate students fail
to take the required courses.
when they are offered" and
thus the students end up creating an "inflexible schedule."
If it is too late for these students, perhaps another college
would be offering needed
classes over the summer.
"I have some good information on Florida Southern
cour8es, if you want," added
Diorio.

PLAINING
FOR .FALL FUNDS?
.PHONE I!'

Now's the time to think about funding your fall
semester. Call 1st Nationwide Bank today about our
fast and easy student ioan. Once we receive your
completed application, we guarq,ntee you'll get your
funds on time~
r

•

•

for easy repayment. And with some loans, we offer
a plan to postpone your accrued interest payments until
after you leave school.

Pius, if you have more than one student 1oan,
1st Nationwide Bank will help you consolidate them ·

Best of all, we make the whole process simple.
Because getting an education is complicated enough.
Phone 1st today.
·

l-ICJ0-241-0.1·11

II

lST NATIONWIDE BANK

A Federal Savings Bank. A member of the lst Nationwide Network.

We'll 'freat You With Respect, Concern ·
And Understanding. But Don't Worry, You11 Get Used To It.
•Your Financial Aid Administrator will determine your eligibility. Application must be completed within reco~ended time-frame.

•
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ELECTION

The overall complaint which Wendrzyk registered
was that the hearings were rushed. He said, "It seems
that a hasty decision was made based on not having
all the facts:"
Brown, chair of the Student Affairs Review Board.
Brown handed down the final ruling concerning
·
.
Wendrzyk brought up four points supporting his the appeal.
In a memo to Wendrzyk, Brown stated that "after
claim that his right to a fair hearing or due process
was violated.
consideration of the materials presented in your
In his brief, Wendrzyk stated that on Wednesday, appeal, ... I ruled that the essence of due process and
April 20, he was verbally informed of the J~dicial therefore the rights for a fair hearing were present.
Council hearing that was to·he held on the next day. On that basis the decision of the Judicial Council was
Porter was verbally notified of the hearing by tele- upheld." ·
phone at 12:30 a.m. on April 21, less than eight hours
Brown added that he felt "that this is a student
· matter, and the position tpat the student Judicial
before the hearing took place.
Wendrzyk stated in his appeal to Brown that "as a Council made should he upheld. I'm ruling as I would
consequence of this late notification, I was unable to in any other case; I think that due process was
rearrange my schedule and had to miss the meeting. present and that a fair hearing was given."
Also, John [Porter] and I had no time to gather our
Brown also explained.that the students filing the
witnesses and evidence to present to the council."
appeal had all week to file the contestment so, in
Another point brought up in Wendrzyk's appeal effect, they controlled the time limit.
was that "any student appearing before any student
Concerning the entire issue, Vice President Wolf
judiciary shall he given notice and explanation, both said, "The ele.ction ·is-over. We [Wendrzyk, Porter,
oral and written, of all procedures taking place dur- Stutler, and_Wolf] have already started working
ing the hearing." He ~laims he and Porter were given together."
"absolutely no notice and explanation of anything."
Stutler said he was "teying ~-get past the internal
Wendrzyk also stated that his ticket was "not squabbling and look toward the students and their
given .th.e opportunity to present witnesses or addi- needs."
tional evidence at the hearing due to the time lapse
"Currently we're in the process of choosing a new
involved with the hearing."
cabinet," said Wolf. "We've been, accepting applicaWendrzyk also complained that the Judicial Coun:- tions and interviewing people for various positions.
cil did not hold a preliminary hearing within one . We are also working on pamphlets to help cut down
week of the contestment to.hear charges and argu- the communication block we have with students.
· ments.
Things seem to be getting off to a good start, and we
......
.
,
.
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• Free pool for the girls all day Sunday _
• Happy Hour 2-7 daily
{75¢ Drafts $3.50 Pitchers)
• Featuring pool, electronic games,
pinball
.
.
• located just north of Hoote.rs
• Look for our weekly pool tourname~ts
~RA .CK

....___.,...............

'EM· UP

~

In the_ Summit ~laza • 1043 Hwy. 436
Casselberry, FL 32-707 •·260-8611

ti;

88-'89 SG President
Denver Stutler

·sG Vice Presrdent
Ross Wolf

hope things will continue on a positive note."
"To tell· the truth, we are a lot busier than I
, expected. Right now rm learning a lot about this
position. We are basically using the summer as a
planning period," said Stutler.
Stutler was chosen as the chair for the Florida
Student Association, a lobbying organization which
represents 153,870 uniyersity students in Tallahassee. Stutler was elected chairman over all student
body presidents in the State University System.
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Need insurance for your
home, car, life, boat or RV?
......N·~··• . ..._.,.

/
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Call us!

:;a- ·\ We ha~e the right coverage

\~;~ov\e·

for all your needs.

Jean Hub~~
J~cqueline BaHey
89 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Oviedo, FL 32765
(305) 366-1189

Allstate®

Allstate Insurance Company
Allstate Life lnllUl'Bllce Com~
•
Northbrook, Illinois

652 LEE ROAD • 1/4

WEST OF

1-4

ITEMS WITH * CAN BE ORDERED TO GO
HOURS: SUN-THURS 5-10 P.M. FRI 7SAT 5-11 P.M.

WHAT WE DO BEST!
* Shrimp & Cheese Tortellini 9.95
* Shrimp Pastel: 7.85. * Seafood Pasta 6.85
.· * Shrimp Scampi 7.95

TRAYS AND BASKETS
SERVED WITH PARSLEY POTATOES & A UTILE' LETIUCE

,•Alaskan King Crab Legs &c Claws - Market Price
·
*Alaskan Snow Crab 7.95
''Dungeness Crab Clusters 9.95
""Scallops, Deep Fried.5.85 *Fried Clam Strips 3.95
"'Broiled or Fried Grouper Medallions 4.95 ·
""Soft Shell Crabs, Fried 5.95 ""Fried Shrimp 5.85
Broiled Scallops 7.95 - When in seaso".1

DRAFT BEERS & WINES
Coors Regular or Light 16 oz..95 60 oz. 3.50
Heineken 16 oz. 1.45 60 oz. 4.95
INGLENOOK; CHABLIS, BURGENDY &c SANGRIA
Glass .95, 1/2Carafe1.85, Carafe 3.50
WHITE ZINFANOEL & MONDAVI
Gla5s 1.95, 1/2 Carafe 3.85, Carafe 7.50
NO CREDIT CARDS

11

Student Government seems to have a knack for
putting its money on the table before the cards are
even dealt., Their latest ill-considered expenditure,
the appropriation of some $3,000 of Activities &
Service Fee money for their annual banquet, coming
as it does on the heels of the questionable $2,500 36inch television for the Commons, cannot fail to give
students the impression ofSG officials as Reagan-era
graduates of deficit spending.
SG's claim that the use of the student money is
appropriate because students are invited simply·
doesn't hold water in light of the poor advertising of
the event. SG Vice President Ross Wolf all but said
that while they were glad to have the money, they
really did have to find a way to keep the student
.
attendence low.
Further, the lack of an accurate accounting for the
actual banquet cost is a complete outrage. SG offices
gave The Central Florida Future figures hovering in
the $6,000 neighborhood, but other SG officials conceded that the grand total was probably quite a bit
higher, prompting Finance Committee Chair Fred
Schmidt to consider an audit. The Activities and
Service Fee money totals over a million dQ).lars a year
for SG, and that money is dearindeed to students who
have to pay it. it should be just as dear to those
students that are charged with spending it in the best
interest of the student body. Wolf pointed out in SG's
defense that student money had been used for the SG
banquet in years past, but we say historical precedence is no excuse.
SG does work very hard for the student population
in many ways and deserves a nice banquet at their
awards time. We were especially heartened at hearing of the gracious donations put forth by the University Committee and others in procuring such things
as complimentary letter openers, printing for the
banquet programs, etc. But the cavalier way that SG
appropriated student money for what is essentially a
private function, and their reluctance at maintaining
and releasing a full accounting of the costs for public
scrutiny while feeling entitled to public money is a
gaffe of phenomenal proportions.
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• ;ANGRY YOUNG MAN

Editor:
There is plague upon the UCF
campus. Its name is adjunct instructor.
From my experience at UCF (I
have been here for 11 years and
have two and a half degrees) and
those of my friends, classmates
and associates, it is blatantly obvious that the administration is ignoring its responsibility to provide
qualified and competent \nstructors for our classes.
Most adjunct instructors have
never been trained to teach. ~ey
have poor communications skills
and are usually distracted by their
primary occupations. Even if they
are "experts" in their fields, their
We observ~d an all-too-common ritual taking failure ~ effectively communicate
place on Alafaya Trail again today; a lone biker was this expertise cheats UCF sturiding the shoulder of the road, choosing to ignore dents of the tight to an academic
the paved bike p~th not 10 feet to his right. A bus, education. UCF is an academic
unable to ·pass him, had been reduced to a crawl institution, not a vocational
along with every car for a half-mile behind him. ' school.
I have heard that the Faculty
People like this make us wonder why we bothered
to go to the trouble of building a nice, safe bike path . Senate is working on a resolution
for cyclists. Perhaps this particular man preferred. [against full time faculty positions
the paving on Alafaya. Perhaps he's training to wear being reverted to part time adblinders like the Budweiser Clyesdales. Perhaps he junct positions].
I support the Faculty Senate's
just wanted to show off his butt to motorists.
In any event, we hope that most UCF bikers have position, as I understand it, and
the good sense not to aspire to being street pizza. Stay challenge you and other students
to voice opinion against (or in.
on the path and off the road. .
support - if that's possible) the
trend of increasing the number of
adjunct instructors while, in ef1f:rbe Central Florida Future
fect, decreasing the number of fu\l
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida.32816
Busineu Office (407) 275-2'i01, News Office (407) 275-2865
time faculty positions, and
thereby decreasing the value of a
· degree from the University of
Editor in Chief
Central Florida.
David Alan Brodnax
I am certain that many other
Managing Editor
Dave Schlenker students would be interested in
Copy Editor
Char1es Marttn reading some of the horror stories
News Editor
< Doris Pfister
invo~ving adjunct instructors on
Sports Editor
Paul Owers · our campus.
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Confetti Editor
Art Associates

Logan Belle
Leslie Jorgensen

R: Scott Homer
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ProducHon Manager
Business Manager
.
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Cl~AdManager

Angle Hyde
Kasha Kitts
Paul Stephenson
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Name withheld by request

•EVEN MORE ON GAVS .
Editor:
The following letter il wfitten out
of disgu8t and disdShi ;for those
people who insist on J.qtloting the
Bible when religion is not the issue.
One ofthe most important misconceptions about AIDS is that it is

not a gay disease. If AIDS is a gay
disease, then why aren't there any
gay women who have contracted
AIDS through sexual relations. It
is also a fallacy that AIDS started
in the gay community. AIDS originated in Central Africa, where it is
a heteros~xual problem, not homosexual.
While it is true that chromosomes
can be mixed up, it is a distortion
that gays "choose" to be homosexual. Of course there are many gays
who are unhappy inn their lifestyle. You would be unhappy too, if
society ostracized you for being
heterosexual.
If you really care about the gay
community, then stop knocking it
down every time you get the
chance. Get the real facts about
AIDS, and it will help you understand that it is a sexually transmitted disease, not a homosexual
disease.

· inch name brand (RCA, Magnavox) set runs under $500. The
April 15 edition of Florida Todµ,y
featured a 36-inch Mitsubishi
solid state, big-screen, cableready stereo color television ..for
$1,499 - $1,000 less for a set witli
a wireless remote control by the
same manufacturer of the set purchased by Student Government.
The store which advertised this
set is located six miles from UCF's
main campus.
The Student Government
spent $1,000-$2,000 more than
was necessary for the .Purchase of
this set. This wasted money comes
right out of student's tuition.
Didn't anyone involved in this
purc~ase bother checking around
before making the purchase?
Considering the quality of television today, lthink it is even debatable that students will benefit
from this purchase. If this is any
indication of the efficiency of
Name withheld by request UCF's -Student Government, anarchy would be less expensive.
•MONEY FOR NOTHING
Jon A. Christoffel
Communications
Editor:
When it is revealed that the U.S. •I WANT MY MTV
government has paid some astronomical pnce for an item that can
be purchased for 15 cents at the Editor:
As a contributing member to
local hardware store, a common
the
monies Student Government
taxpayer reaction . is outrage. I.
distributes,
I must say I am disexperienced such a reaction when I
tressed
to
read
about the actions
read [ofJ the UCF Student
Govemment'srecentpurchase ofa of Fred Schmidt, chairman of the
36-inch Mitsubishi television for · Organizations Appropriations
the Commons ["Student Govern- and Finance Committee. ·
Many worthwhile organizament puts out bucks for dorm TV,"
4/14]. The TV replaced the old, tions seek money from from his '
committee, which he· -allocates
worn-out set for the dorms.
"I see it as a very good use for sparingly and begrudgingly. Now
students' money," Assistant Djrec- it seems very strange that a resitor of Housing and .Residence Life dent assistant (just happens to be
Christi Hartzler was quoted in the Mr S~hmidt) gets ~ $2,500 televiarticle. "I saw an opportunity for sion for the dorms, (when an
Student Government to directly adequate one would be available
benefit stude~ts, so I acted on it," for less than $1,000) while other
stated Student Senator, Fred groups get a lot less than they
Schmidt, who proposed the $2,495 deserve.
opportunity
He says he saw
purchase. My question to members
of the Student Senate who voted to to directly benefit the students."
allocate the money is: Which Isn't that what the student ormember of the senate personally ganizations do? Mr. Schmidt is
supposed to be a help to the stuflew to Japan to _pick up the set?
dents,
not a hindrance.
I have been pricing television
sets over the past few weeks for a
Nancy J. Lorenz
color set for ~y home, and a 25Industrial Engi,neering
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by Scott

The Crossword
ACROSS
-~-

1 Time gone by

4 Symbol for

tantalum
6 Related on
mother's side
· 11 Toils
13 African desert
15 Italy: abbr.
16 Foundations
18 Foretoken
19 Golf mound
21 Give up
22 Old pronoun
23 Sham
26 Sodium chloride
· 29 Lamb's pen
name
31 Gaseous
element
33 Opp. of verso
34 ·Therefore
35 Footlike part
38 Pigpen

•

G'OAL*3: PJ.AV

z·

CHICKEN

wm. A tusHMAtt

4HI> WIN.

39 Symbol for
calcium
40 Negative
41 Josip Broz
43 Verve
45 Piece out
47Tell
50 Note of scale
52 Fluent
53 Idle chatter
56 Skidded
58 Frozen
60 Fulfill
61 Retreat
63 Revised
65 Hinder
66 Compass point
67 Dollar bill

Puzzle~· ,,

Look for
Crossword
Puzzle
answers,
next-·week.

DOWN
1 Landed
2 Opening in
fence
3 River in Siberia
4 ,Delineate

5 Item of property
6 Ancient Jewish
ascetics
7 A continent:
abbr.

8
9
10
12
14
17
20
24

Nautical call
DomesticatE!s
Before
River in Siberia
Article
Paradise
Slender finial
Transported
with delight
25 Speck
27 Alms box
28 Borrow
29 Ancient slave
30 See
32 Cherneriko's
"no"
36 German for
"one"
37 Reel
42 Heraldic
hearing
44 Limb
46 Choi·ce part
48 Irritates
49 Dwell
51 Mine entrance
54 Arabian seaport
55 Portend
56 Senior: abbr.
57 Conducted
59 Roman gods
62 Concerning
64 As far as

COillGE PRESS SERVICE

·Rubes®

By Leigh Rubin

'woM£N1 ·woM£NOF STRENGTH,.. AllooF~EAUTYt
OF COURAGE.., AND OF PASSION! DETERHNATION
AND ORESSESI THESE ARE THE STORIES OF THE
WOMENrWHO DARED TO BWETHBR OWNTRAILS
IN THIS llAN'S WORLD! THESE ARE STORIES OF
PERILS, PITFALLS AND PUMPSI THESE ARE THE
STORIES Of THE ADV~RETTES... ANDTHIS IS...

/

."I'm sorry, the champ is out.
' ;May I take a message?"

_.. .,

.....

•

ra-i
••111 fl~!t . . .,
Studio, Lake Howell Condo excellent
_secured area. screened porch. pool.
lake. storage. low utmttes, carport. only
$300/mnth. 339-7407

-

It's WATERSKI TlMEllllll
To get In on the fun and challenge join
.
waterskl club n-rxJ <Qave)
2
75

Large 2 bed/2bath apartment. Washer/
dryer. c/h/a. dishwasher. patio. 425/
mon. CALL COLLECT rxJ4-735-2185

Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X4's Seized
In drug raids for under Sl00.00? Cao for
facts today. 602-837-3401. Ext. 949

Roommate to share a neW 2story 3 Br/2 Ba
home In Alafoyo Woods 5 min from UCF.

Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for cur-

Students needed to clean homes. Hours
69
to flt schedule. CaU 9-1636.

Washer/Dryer/VCR/Security Sys. 225 & 1/
3. No Lease Call 365-8863.

rent repo llst.

$1 O- $660 weeldy/up malling clrcularsl
Rush self-addressed stamped envelope:
Dept. AN - 7CC - HN2. 256 S. Robertson.
Beverly Hills CA rxJ211

Rent room-share housel Fumlshed: 15 min.
Call Randy at 327-2737/7740113

to campus.

Female wanted to share 2bdr 2bath
poolside apt. lake with lighted fountain.
coble. phone, microwave, washer &
dryer. In apt 6 miles from UCF no lease
240.00 mo col 6576465
Roommate wanted O'Wn room In fully furn.
house In Winter Pk. $~0 + 1/.3 utilities CXlll

647-0466
Need roommate to share 2bd/2bath apt
3 miles from UCF on Univ. In Winter ParkSutton Place-amenities: adult pool.
jacuzzi. laundry room. tennis+ racquetball
courts, private adult comm1,.1nlty. $230 + 1/
2 utiltles-newapt Call soon: Hector@ 6798751 day ask for DaVlcl @422-7692-need
by June

Wowll Commodore 64 computer/tape
dr/Dis)< drive/color printer for sale. Ineludes geos op sys. mouse, and a lot of
software. $350. Call Jay 2~23rxJ.
WATERBED FOR SALE - Queen semi-wave
only 8 months olcl·S200 or Best Offer 3660253
GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl .00
(U repair) BUY Properties for
back TAXES! Info, REPO Listings
1-518-459-3546 Ext H3364B 24hrs.

Clerical/light Industrial positions full and
partttme jobs available to flt your
summer schedule no fee CXlll 859-0141 or
629-5881

---Out'1ondlng Investment ---

$165/mo for O'Wn room In 2br apt air. laundry. pool. Across street from UCF. $75 dept
IBM PC software, only $5.00 Eachlll Over
1/2 utl!. phone. Call Jim 380-8609 or come
1200 programs to choose from. All
by12136AUnlversltyAptsexcept5-9Moncategories Including: Busines"S. Word
Thurs
' Processors. Spreadsheets. Math.
Educational, Games. Accounting CAD.
Data Base. Communications. you name
ltl Located near university. ~k for free
catalog. Call 282-8213

ENGINEERING STUDENlS
We are currently recruiting for PT
Technical Assistants for Westinghouse
Electric Corporation.
*Review engineering records/drawings
to retrieve Information and load Into
computer database.
*CRT/PC skills required.
*Good mathematical/engineering/systems background; attention to detail

work.
*20 hours of work per week: flexible hours
M-F. If you are Interested In earning good
pay and working a flexible schedule
around your classes; Call ABLEST TEMPO·
RARY AND TECHNICALSERVICES for IMMEDIATE Interview! 896-1912 M-F 8-5.

MOVE IN SPECIAL
BEtautlful 2b-2bth apartments at Forest
Highlands J\pt. Call 282-5657 fer more
Information.
·
UGF Area-2 bedroom Townhouse,
Appliances, Washer & Dryer. $400.00 m/
o plus deposit. Gold star Realty of Fla ..
Inc. Assoc #877-3786

BEAUTIFUL townholl§e 1.ll)1!e trom UCF, 2
br. 2 1/2 baths all appliances. microwave. drapes. only $45,(XX) 295-6781
1984 mobile home for sale 3bedro6m
2bath famlly park close to UCF and
Martin many up grades must see
Mens' bike good condition only $35
Electric typewriter Smith Corona SE 100
word & Hne eraser only used 6 times
Id S185 askl · on -$80-

*WORD PROCESSORS
•SECRETARIES/ TYPISTS
*RECEPTIONISTS
*WAREHOUSE WORKERS
•GENERAL OFFICE WORKERS
We offer a good salary. flexible hours
and payday every Friday I Call now for
more Information on summer employ- ment opportunities. ABLEST TEMPORARY
SERVICES 896-1912
Crew Chief wanted for door to door
sales team. Experience, leadership. and
training ability a plus. Pay commensurate to teams performance. For further
Information contact:

,.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • 'Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Reasonable and fast typing service call
Nancy at 679-4006 rush jobs.
Research/Technlcal Writing Papers, reports & resumes typed. $2.00 page
double-spaced/$3.00 single ($6.00 minimum -footnotes extra). Call Patsy Hunt
295-8555 day or night.
PROFESSIONAL WP $1/PG 695-6146

.,
TYPING. Experienced: term papers.
theses. resumes •. etc. lml from UCF Reasonable. 365-3870 after 6pm.

Finances Making Ufe Tough? Chlld Care
Expertence? Good References?
Work with children while you save to finish
college. Live In South Florida eam excellent salary. room board. and other benefits. One year commitment/full-time.
Families screened. Wespeclallze In qualfty
at home child careforappUcation call The
Nanny Network 305-382-5535

Professional Word Processing

*Student Discount*
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
657-7724 (call for an appt.)
Winter Park-lmmed. off 1-4

*

·HIRING! Government jobs-your area.
$15.CXD68,CXXJ. Call (602) 838-8885. Ext
5780

Eree tutoring CLAST, Math, English &
much more. Call Student Academlt
Resource Center 281-5130 or stop by
PCl-102. Day and evening hours.

IMMEDIATE warehouse pos. shipping/
lnventpry exp. desired. Flex/20hrs wk/
$4.50hr Near UCF 677-9633 Wendy
IBM PC software, only $5.00 Eachlll Over
1200 programs to choose from. All
categories Including: Business. Word
Processors. Spreadsheets. Math,
Educational. Games, AccountingCAD,
Data Bose, Communications. you name 1
ltl Located near university. Ask for free _
catalog. CaU 282-8213
'

.WORD PROCESSORS
Playpen/Swlng/C9rry-seat/Crib/
Mattress/$165 9011677-:8{37 after Som

ABLEST Is curr~ntty seeking qualified
people In the following areas for
summer employment:

OUTLCX>K NEWSPAPERS
830 Eyrle Drive
Ovtedo. Fla. 32765

Qualifications:

FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE
Do yourself and your chUd a favor by
purchasing for him/her their own place
to live while attending UCF. Up to 4 2
bedroom 2 bathroom townhouses for
sale less than 1 mlle from.UCF campus.
$43,300 each. Contact Frlts van Solkema
407-657-7117. Hightower & Assoc Inc
Realtors

LOOKING FOR SUMMER WORK?

' NBl/WAN~/IBM/PC
Needed for major LJCF area corntxmy.
Hours are 3:30.or 5:00 - 11 :30. GOOD
SALARYI Pay day; every Friaay. CALL
NOWI WORK TOMORROW! ABLEST
TEMPORARY SERVICES 896-1912
GENERAL WORKERS
Dependable workers needed to do light
lawn maintenance and clean up. All
shifts available In the UCF. Sanford and
Oriando qrfo!OS: Cfo-.L NOWI ABLEST
TEMPORARY SERVICE$ 896-1912

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meets every Wed 12:00
Brown Bag lunch
Call 281-5841

•

..
Byran.
_
Happy 21sttomorrowl Good luckdf ...
ATP and I will miss you. Can you believe
It's been a year?
Love Debbie
Gwen,
.r .._'
Four months on Friday! I couldn't be _:;,.._:...
happier! So when do I get rrr'( present?
All my love.
Chaz

Are YOU interested in ....

*Writing *Photography *Art *Paste""UP & Layout
H~~ How else can you ev$r expect to become an
~

ARCll VILJLAIN?I

•

Contact Davi~ Brodna?< at X2865 - NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARYI
How else are you ever going to learn how to MAN#PUlA TE THE MED#A ?I
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Insertion dates:
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Toorderclassifiedsmultiplythetotalnumberof

Wednesday's paper is Friday at 4:00pm. If you
have any questions or comments, please call
Tracy at 275-2601.

Name and address:

2
3

4
5 .-

Phone:
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PLEASE PRINT CL~ARLY one letter or punctuation mark per space,
leavmg one space between each word.
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MINI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FORM

CLASSIFICATION
D SERVICES

D GREEK CORNER
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OPEN 24 HOURS

Shop An·d Compare
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Save ..Vou Money!
(Ad Dates MAV 1 9-25)

QUALITY
STArVlPS

-

Register To Win ·Free ·
Groceries For One .Y ear! I
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It QUALITY STAMPS EXCLUSIVELY AT piggly vviggly ·.
Q\)~rl;i
s\P..M

~)

sr~~~

· Use QUALITY STAMPS tc:> save even more money on ymir food bill (Filled

THRIFTY SAVER Card) OR ... Use QUALITY STAMPS towards choosing
gifts out . of the Quality Stamps Catalog. Available at PIGGLY WIGGLY. . .

11672 East Colonial Drive • 282 - 5.050
'
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NFL draft makes a 'Knight' of it
by Paul Owers
SPORTS EDITOR

UCF's infiltration into the National
Football League - beginning last year
with a pair of Knight draftees and a free
agent - continued on course last month
with the selection oftwo players, and two
more signing free agent contracts.
Bernard Ford, a much-ballyhooed
wide receiver .who owns a long list of
offensive records, was drafted by the
upstart Buffalo Bills in the third round to
become the highest draft pick ever in
school )listory.
A couple of hours later, defensive
back Corris Ervin was taken in the fifth
round by .the AFC Champion Denver
·
Broncos.
Two other players have taken th~ free
agent -r oute. Linebacker Keenan
Wimbley signed with the New York
Giants, and comerback Reggie Edwards
with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers .
Last year, Teddy Wilson (Washington

Redskins) and Elgin Davis (New Eng- while it looked like Ervin would have to wait
land Pattjots) became the first:ever UCF until Monday to find out his fate.
draft picks, while Aaron Sam signed on
But the Broncos, using the next to last
as a free agent with the Cleveland pick in Round Five, selected Ervin to set off
Browns.
another melee.
The following of Ford began the
"I was · very nervous," he said. "I was
moment he set foot on the practice field to having some restless nights, but when I got
begin his senior season - and-probably the call it was a big relief.
"They need a couple of comerbacks and
sooner. He was an integral part ofUCF's
playoff drive, and though was slowed by someone in the safety position," Ervin said.
an ankle injury late.in the year, his stock "fni not one to say that I can do the job, but
never dropped.
I do have a lot of confidence."
Though he felt he was more talented
Ford, meanwhile, has drawn the attenthan many of the wide receivers drafted tion of the coaches and Kelly, who are imbefore him, Ford said he was pleased to pressed by Ford's speed and love of the long
go to a team that had Jim Kelly as its pass pattern. However, everyone agrees
that he has a whole career yet to be played.
quarterback.
"He's only a rookie," Kelly said. "He's got
"I would rather be drafted in the third
·round by a team with a good quarterback a lot of work ahead of him."
Head Coach Gene McDowell has quietly
than go higher to a team that doesn't
have such a good quarterback," he said. stood in the background observing, and is
While Ford and company was celebra- cautiously optimistic about both players' futing UCF's latest' draft pick in one room, tures.
Ervin and his family quietly waited in · "They've got to go into training camp and
another. The NFL decided that no draft work real hard," he said, "but they have the
round would start after 9 p.m., and for a ability to play the game."

College players'
priorities in land of Boz
super happy to even be ...
drafted. I'll certainly do whatever is asked of me for the good
of the team."
The cases of Bratton and '" '
Williams are the most disturbing. Picked by the Dolphins in
Item: University of Miami the sixth round, Bratton utrunning back Melvin Bratton, tered emptywords. To demand .
a sure first-round pick in the the money of a first-rounder is
April 24 NFL Draft, severly a gross miscalculation. He
injures his knee's .anterior may walk with a limp, but his
cruciate ligament in the Or- · lip js just fine.
Williams, the most fortuange Bowl against Oklahoma
and needs major surgery. His nate of our mouthy trio, was ,.
worth radically reduced to the drafted into the Dolphin de._
middle rounds, he excl.aims: fense, certainly .a situation
"The best back in the draft is speckled with the scent of
sitting here. The only thing the opportunity. · Still, his com- '}
other guys have on me is that ment was bogus, at best. Sel. dom, he is sure to discover, do
they're healthy."
Item: UCF wide receiver rookies offer the instant soluBernard Ford, a standout in tion.
Let's say we forgive Ford.
Division ll,states in a preNotmanWbody/CEMRAl.FlaaDAFUTUiE
draft interview: "I don't want Let it pass with a chuckle and
to go to the {Miami} Dolphins . a simple understanding that
Vince Zawaski and the Knights improved their record from 33-27 in '87 to 40-20 in '88.
because they're too tight with he is a Division II player with
the wallet. I want to go to a not enough resources. Nateam that understands a tional exposure has escaped
him, and he needed the self- ~
player's worth."
Item:
Upon
being
drafted
by
satisfying boost.
Then came the decisive conclusion to the
NFL fans, this one in parMiami
in
the
second
round,
by Poul Owers
season, a stretch that would include . three
SPORTS EDITOR
games against Florida State and Southern former University of Florida ticular, ache for a change to the
Mississippi sandWiched between a meeting comerback Jarvis· Williams is whole process. How many
asked about the competition more unsuspecting rookies are
Jay Bergman popped the lid on hissixthyear with Florida's Gators.
going to come into profesLet's see what you're made of, the schedule he expects to face this summer:
as UCF's baseball coach in February, and now sional football with the same ~
"I
tried
to
think
of
somebody
in
that it's May, you get the feeling that his emo- seemed to be saying.
the Dolphin secondary, l}ut cocky, college attitude? Better
If
-the
Knights
had
won
five
of
the
final
seven
tions may have been roughed up just a bit.
yet, how many ~ore screwgames, they would have most likely assured nobody came to mind.
But hey, it's only a guess.
balls
are going to miss their •
Strictly unrelated are the mysteries of the themselves a space in the 48-team postseason
first-ever
training-camp expeseason that remained unsolved. Like the team · tournament.
rience, sign only after the seaIt
all
came
crumbling
down,
how~ver
as
beating Florida and Georgia for two ofits three
Inside every NFL draft son starts, and then whine
UCF managed only one victory in its final seven
victories, but then staggering to a 7-7 mark.
comes
a complete, defining when the media criticize their ~
Or, what about th~ one where the Knights to quietly end things at a very commendable 40- image. You know the routine: performances? Baftling.
·ripsawed their way through the first four days 20.
A salary cap would solve the
"I think the players realized we stubbed our · the franchise player who signs
of the UCF/Life ofVirginia Classic, only to lose
case
ofloose lips. Here's how it ,.
and
is
a
billion-dollar
contract
their final two games and finish a most disap- toes at the end," said Bergman, "but we're going expected to cure any number of would work: set monetary
to commit ourselves to do better [in the future]."
pointing second.
When the end comes prematurely though, various diseases, among other boundaries according to draft
Then, without warning came this little
as
it sometimes will, players need tangible evi- chores. The player who is dead rounds, thereby forcing a
matter of a winning streak. TWelve straight,
dence that would suggest the season is worth certain he will be picked iii the player to accept a contract -*
actµally.
first round, only to hear his similar to those of his peers. A
UCF's record at the halfway point of the saving in the scrapbook.
name (mispronounced, of player, then, could sign a 1- or
There
were
enough
telltale
signs
for
season was 19-11, but~ helping ofhome-cooked
course) somewhere else down 2-year deal, allowing his team (
Bergman's
bunch
thrilling
ninth-inning
ralvictories - many of them manufactured in the
to reevaluate his performance
the line.
Knights' final at-bat- put UCF at 31-11 and in lies, victories against national powers and a
and restructure the entire
You
can
add
to
the
list
the
seven-game improvement from last year's 33serious contention for·the postseason.
bigheaded bozo. Gone is the contract, if necessary.
team
to
keep
everybody
content
in
the
off27
At this point, Bergman was still breathing.
Contract wars and rookie ~ ·
·guy who speaks softly and
Barely."We had the slow start and then a great season.
holdouts
would suddenly stop.
.
excuses
himself
when
he
And from every indication thereabouts,
middle part," he said "We just ran out of gas at
But,
most
of all, it would elimiburps.
You
don't
hear
anythey'll be back to do it again next year.
the end."
more, "Well, geez, rm just nate the idle chatter.
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Twin losses taint season end
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